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Nedzhineddin Sadak, Turkish Deputy and Editor of the 
“Aksam", of Constantinople, who was one of the most 
authoritative publicists in the Turkey of Kemal Pasha 

and is one of the discerning observers of international life, 
has written in the columns of his paper a leading article 
dealing with the situation of Hungary which, while objective 
in tone, betrays feelings of friendship.

During the last generation Hungary has suffered very 
severely as the result of lack of knowledge of her conditions 
and of a hostile and unjust propaganda which has made it 
difficult even for the pu,blic opinion of countries inspired by 
goodwill that are otherwise not reluctant to try to discover 
the truth, to obtain an objective view of our peculiar situation, 
to correctly estimate our actions and in general to under
stand the motives —  frequently of a very complicated 
character —  directing Hungarian policy. Yet, if we would 
arrive at a proper understanding of Hungarian policy, we 
must very carefully weigh all the circumstances. If only as 
a consequence of her geographical and ethnographical 
situation, Hungary has to shape her destiny and 
safeguard her life under peculiar and trying circum
stances, being compelled to ensure her existence at the 
intersection of the forces of Great Powers, a task which 
would prove a severe test even to nations possessing the 
resources of a Great Power. Moreover, th e Hungarian p e o p le . 
w hich  in the d a y s  o f K in g  M a tth ia s C orvin u s w a s a p p r o x i
m a te ly  ju st as stron g  n u m erically as the p eo p le  o f E ngland, 
as a co n seq u en ce  o f great historical ca ta stroph es w a s so  
con sid era b ly  red u ced  in n um bers that to d a y  it is usually  
cla ssed  am ong the sm a ll p eo p les . This fact in itself suffices 
to make it difficult for those peoples which have accustomed 
themselves to think generally of politics in terms of Great
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Powers and to which the peculiar conditions of this region 
are so unfamiliar, to form a correct judgment of the Magyars 
and their policy. It is therefore quite comprehensible that 
every word of friendship —  every gesture of understanding 
-— should be welcomed by every Hungarian with feelings of 
profound appreciation. Deputy Sadak’s article cannot 
however be ranked with the other gestures of understanding; 
it has given rise to exceptional gratification in Hungary, —  
partly owing to the eminence of the writer's personality, 
partly owing to the nationality of the writer, and finally also 
because —  despite the existence of essential differences —- 
there are similar features in evidence in the policies of 
Turkey and Hungary respectively.

It is not only as a legislator and as a first-rank 
contributor towards the formation of Turkish public opinion 
that Sedak plays an eminent role in the political life of his 
country; he is also an observer of foreign policy possessing 
an unerring judgment who as Minister Plenipotentiary for 
years functioned as Chief Delegate of Turkey attached to 
the League of Nations. Now, Turkey won our admiration 
already after the first Great War; for the Turkey which 
refused to acquiesce in dismemberment and proved in 
consequence able to conclude at Lausanne an honourable 
and objective peace, appeared as an example of its pium 
desiderium to that generation of Hungarians which had been 
forced to sign one of the most unjust treaties of peace known 
to world-history and which was even refused the human 
right of negotiating the terms of peace, —  not as punishment 
for its crimes, but as a consequence of a momentary help
lessness due to the action of a one-sided propaganda, to war 
exhaustion and to internal troubles. Turkey was fighting her 
glorious struggle to vindicate her liberty when the Hunga
rians —  at the critical period in their history at which they 
had most need of seif-defence —  were rendered defenceless 
by an internal catastrophe. No one could have been more 
profoundly affected by the Turkish tragedy than the Hunga
rians; and we Hungarians greeted the resurrection of Turkey 
as an earnest of the future we so eagerly desired for ourselves. 
Between the first and the second Great war the two peoples 
never had any difficulty in understanding one another
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whenever their interests came into contact. In the period 
immediately following the first Great War we displayed 
towards Turkey the respect due to eminent political and 
diplomatic ability, and we watched with an equal sumpathy 
that self-conscious and yet conciliatory diplomatic art which 
led to Turkey securing a real influence in the affairs of 
Europe and becoming a partner of the Great Powers.

The present Great War has confronted Turkey with 
situations and dangerous complications at times appearing to 
be insoluble; on such occasions we have once more felt a pride 
of kindred as we watched the calm political intelligence 
proving that political sagacity is still capable of multiplying 
tenfold mere physical force. During the course of the present 
Great War Turkish diplomacy has shown the whole world 
that its great traditions are still alive; and the shrewdness, 
perseverance and great conceptions of Turkish diplomacy, 
combined with its resolution and moderation in safeguarding 
the interests of the country, make it a worthy rival of the 
diplomacy of the Vatican reinforced by ten centuries of 
experience. Without jeopardizing any of Turkey's essential 
interests, it has proved able during the world contest too to 
preserve intact the inemational prestige of that country. 
Without provoking hostility anywhere, it has secured and 
cemented ties with new friends. The height to which the 
capacity of Turkish dipomacy has risen is shown by the fact 
that in the fifth year of the War the belligerents on both 
sides still respect Turkey’s vital interests; and the opposing 
parties all agree in showing their great esteem for Turkey by 
the respect with which they regard her friendship. All the 
peoples not directly concerned in the present world-conflict 
viewed with feelings of indisputable envy the example shown 
by Turkey; but among the peoples who had undertaken the 
sarifices entailed by participation in the War without any 
chance of profit, there was hardly one possessing the sine 
qua nons upon which, as upon realities, it proved possible to 
build up the masterpiece of Turkish policy.

Prior to the outbreak of war no direct community of 
interests developed as between Hungary and Turkey, — if 
only on account of the geographical distance between the 
two countries; but there are nevertheless certain similarities
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in evidence as between Turkisih and Hungarian policy res
pectively: and it is in any case beyond doubt that the 
intentions inspiring the two peoples reveal an essential and 
close affinity. The principal differences result primarily 
from the divergence between the respective conditions go
verning the action of the two peoples and from the movement 
of greater forces beyond our control. The most fundamental 
difference is referred to by Deputy Sadak himself when he 
speaks of Hungary, who in any case “did not enter the war 
because of any desire for expansion”, having “after the 
previous Great War become the victim of an unjust treatment 
and having for that reason sought for the defence of her 
interests in the camp of the malcontents” . When Turkey, 
having taken up arms for the purpose, achieved at Lausanne 
an honourable revision, that completely disarmed Hungary 
became smaller than she had ever been in the course of her 
thousand-years' history. When Turkey, as a strong and 
firmly-established Power which had vindicated its right to 
figure as a member of equal rank of the Republic of the 
nations, found friends and partners to share her interests, 
an iron ring was welded round Hungary, the condition of 
that unfortunate country making her — in the words of the 
Psalmist —  "a widow among the nations" Left entirely to 
her own resources and abandoned, Hungary had no alter
native but to choose a partner from among the malcontents, 
unless she was prepared to remain without partner at all, 
exposed to the greed of stronger peoples and figuring as the 
orphan of Europe. Whereas Turkey grew in strength, in 
prower and in international influence, Hungary failed to 
obtain any reparation even of the most manifest injustices 
the true nature of which had frequently been acknowledged 
by the judges themselves who had been responsible for com
mitting them, though she had times without number shown 
that she desired to obtain a redress of the injuries inflicted 
upon her, not by foroe of arms, but by an objective verdict 
of the Areopagus of the peoples. And, as a consequence of 
Hungary having attempted in vain to appeal from the badly- 
informed to the better-informed and of her having been left 
without partners, — Hungarian policy was on the whole and 
ultimately determined by the tragedy foisted on the Hun
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garians and on Central Europe generally twenty-five years 
ago. It is impossible to form a correct judgment of Hungarian 
policy, unless we are prepared to view the greater part of 
the moments of that policy as the consequences of the failure 
to make good a mistake, —  as the practically inevitable 
consequence bound logically to ensue of a mistake committed, 
not by us, but by those who dictated —  and more particularly 
by those who rigidly insisted on maintaining —  the provisions 
of the Treaty of Trianon. Although we never resorted to the 
weapons of force as a means of cancelling the provisions of 
the unjust Peace Edict, we were utterly incapable of breaking 
through the isolation to which we had been condemned and 
never found a hand of friendship stretched out towards us 
from afar, Trianon definitively and finally weakened and 
dismembered our country for the purpose —  and this was 
the alleged pretext too —  of preventing us from oppressing 
others. Even so the injuries inflicted upon us remained 
unredressed; even so we were impelled in our isolation to feel 
our helplessness — our being left at the mercy of our 
neighbours — , though it was palpably evident that Trianon 
Hungary was not in a position to menace any one with 
oppression, if only because the weaker is never able to 
oppress the stronger.

The peculiar difficulties with which Hungarian policy 
had to cope were due also to our geographical situation. The 
waves of the conflicting forces engaged in the new Great 
War did not reach the centre of the Danube Valley and the 
eastern fringe of Europe at one and the same time or with the 
same force, or indeed in the same constellation of v/orld 
forces. This difference involves an aggravation of our diffi
culties. Very sage is the observation of Deputy Sadak, when 
he says that ‘‘certain steps can only be judged correctly in 
the future by history", which appraises events, not in the 
light of temporary connections, but on a survey of the past 
in its firm and unchangeable aggregation, seeing, not the 
first or second consequence of the divergent attitudes, but 
their final result. For what a small people aspires to in this 
war, is not conquest, but survival, the possibility of surviving 
as it best can, as external circumstances and its own good 
or bad luck allow.
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We live in the shadow of present and future dangers; 
for that reason we sincerely rejoice and feel encouraged 
when a hand of friendship and understanding is stretched 
towards us as is that of Sadak and the Turkish people. The 
golden threads of sympathy have been woven between the 
Turkish and the Hungarian peoples by a similarity of origin 
and of destiny; though our fortunes — meaning by fortune 
a grouping favourable to us of factors beyond our control —• 
are so very different. Messages of friendship such as that 
contained in the clear-sighted understanding of our role 
shown by Sedak when he writes that “we believe that in the 
Europe of the future Hungary will be the most stable factor 
at the point of contact of the Balkans and the Danubian 
region”, — such messages are like rays of light breaking 
through the gloom of our clouded horizon: ‘‘at the end of the 
W a r ”  — he continues — “we should like to see a strong and 
independent Hungary” . Sadak therefore clearly realizes the 
role devolving upon Hungary —  the minimum that can 
satisfy us and the maximum aspiration of our dreams — , the 
role which involves our very existence. Maybe the disinteres
ted, clear voice of such a writer as the eminent Turkish pub
licist will succeed in breaking through even the cacophony 
of present-day propaganda and will find its way to the places 
where a judgment has been prepared in advance for our 
condemnation — a judgment premeditated, not as a result 
of an objective and circumspect appraisment of our situation, 
but at the suggestion of our enemies, and excluding from the 
solution of the Danube Valley question primarily the peoples 
of the Danube Valley, though the events of recent history 
proved that one of the gravest indirect obstacles to peace 
in the Danube Valley is the excessive patronization of the 
Danubian peoples.

To settle our affairs among ourselves in a manner en
suring that this region of varied character shall live in a 
harmony of co-operating forces, not in a discord of disruptive 
forces or of forces asserting themselves reciprocally to one 
another's detriment, — that is what history suggests. There 
can be only one slogan, —  the Danubian region belongs to 
the Danubian peoples, and to no one else! . . . The Danubian 
region is not a playground for the Great Powers in which
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the storm-clouds meet and scatter lightning broadcast for 
the purpose of setting the world ablaze. The conciliation of 
the Danube Valley would be in constant danger, if certain 
peoples living in that valley attempted —  in the name and 
with the authority of patrons —  to make order and pose as 
"outposts" with a mandate to watch the others. Hungary 
does not desire to possess a greater degree of liberty than 
that allotted to others; but she certainly desires that others 
should not acquire a greater measure of liberty at the cost 
of a retrenchment of her own. And, guided by the experience 
of centuries, she desires above all that the peoples of the 
Danube Valley should not be the advance outposts or puppets 
of the Great Powers, but one another's partners collaborating 
in an equitable co-operation. That is what the Hungarian 
people regards as the surest pledge of the reconcliation and 
prosperity of this sorely-tried region. It is this solution that 
the Hungarian people expects to lead to a full exploitation 
of its economic and cultural resources, —  just as Turkey too 
has figured as a Phoenix risen from its ashes ever since the 
destiny of that country has ceased to be woven by other’s 
spinning-wheels and has been the work of her own hands. 
But this all depends, not solely upon the Party whose right 
it is and who possesses the might too, but also on those 
whose might is greater than their right. ..
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